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Abstract—This paper presents a level based clustering routing scheme to solve these problems. There are many routing protocols for Wireless Sensor Network in the literature, while this paper studies the Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) protocol, which is a well referred protocol for WSN, and put forward its methodology. Every node can have a level number according to their hops to the Base Station. Then the level information is used to select Cluster Head (CH) and Second Cluster Head (SCH). Like LEACH, this paper also divided into rounds to setup clusters and transmit data. But it has different two kinds of cluster heads and in each round CH do the different things. When CH is selected, it will pick out a SCH from its cluster and the SCH can substitute the CH when CH work for a stable period. This methodology improves the choice method of cluster head and the communication mode from CH to the Base Station.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) consist of hundreds or thousands of sensor nodes powered by tiny battery. Each node has the ability of computing and communication. In WSN, Sensor nodes observe a physical phenomenal of the environment around. When observed local data, they wirelessly communicate information to an outside Base Station (BS) or sink node [7]. The BS or sink node analyzes information and makes rapid response. The advantage of WSN is that the network organization and maintenance is spontaneous and the deployment is uncomplicated. And it can work in the environment where human involvement is difficult or sometimes impossible.

Because of the limitation of power and signal strength, communication between the sensor node and the base station is costly. So the energy is the challenging subject and design factor. Many data routing algorithms are proposed to make data transfer more efficiently. In hierarchical routing [2,3,4,5], sensor nodes play different roles in the network. Nodes make up many clusters and each cluster select a cluster head (CH). CH acts as intermediate router to the sink node or BS. Data are aggregated to CHs from other nodes in the cluster and CHs do some data fusion or compression and then send data to the BS. In order to make CHs live longer, nodes should become CHs in turn. This may achieves a large reduction in the energy consumption, as computation is much cheaper than communication [6].

In this paper, level based clustering hierarchy routing methodology is proposed. Every node can have a level number according to their hops to the Base Station. Then the level information is used to select Cluster Head and Second Cluster Head. The different two kinds of CHs do the different things. When the CH is selected, it will pick out a SCH from its cluster and the SCH can substitute the CH when CH work for a stable period. This methodology improves the choice method of cluster head and the communication mode from CH to the Base Station.

The reset of this paper organized as follows. Section II describes some closely related work on WSN routing. Section III represents the network model. Section IV describes proposed work in detail. Some concluding remarks are given in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Many research work has been performed on routing algorithms for wireless sensor networks. In general, routing problem has received a great interest from the research community. Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) [2] is a cross layered routing protocol which combines medium routing access to collect and transmit data to Base Station (BS). The good performance of LEACH is increasing the network lifetime and decreasing the network energy consumption. LEACH uses hierarchical approach and separates the network into a set of clusters. Each cluster has a selected cluster head (CH) and the CH administrate other nodes in the cluster. CH aggregates the data from other nodes and transmits the collected data directly to BS.

The function to select the CH of LEACH is divided into rounds that organized in two phases. The setup phase starts with the self-election of nodes to become CHs and ensures CH role rotates among nodes to balance the energy consumption while the steady-state phase is aimed at the selected CH does data collection, aggregation, and transmit to BS. LEACH makes the sensors within their cluster dissipate their energy slowly, while the CHs that located farther away from the BS may consume more energy. Also, LEACH does not guarantee good CH distribution.

Some protocols further improved LEACH in many aspects. LAECH-Centralized (LEACH-C) [3] uses a centralized clustering algorithm and same steady-state protocol. Each node sends their location and energy information to the BS. Then BS will determine clusters and CH node of each cluster. The BS know the global
information of the network so that it can produce better clusters that require less energy for data transmission. What’s more, the number of CHs in each round equals a predetermined optimal value.

Enhanced LEACH (E-LEACH) [3] improved in two major aspects. One is that the cluster head selection algorithm assumes that sensors have global information about other sensors’ remaining energy. The other is the required number of cluster heads has to scale as the square root of the total number of sensor nodes to minimize the total energy consumption under certain assumptions.

Multi-hop LEACH (M-LEACH) [4] allow sensor nodes to use multi-hop communication within the cluster in order to increase the energy efficiency. The main innovation of the solution proposed here is that the multi-hop approach is followed inside the cluster and outside the cluster.

LEACH with Fixed Cluster (LEACH-F) [5] is based on clusters that are formed once and then fixed. The CH position rotates among the nodes within the cluster. Once the clusters are formed, there is no set-up overhead at the beginning of each round. But it does not allow new nodes to be added to the network or adjust the behavior based on nodes dying.

The author [1] proposed Level Based Flooding (LBF). In LBF, the network is divided into several layers. The sink node knows each node’s level information. The search packet is broadcast according to levels of nodes to the target node. When target node receives the packet, it sends the data back to the sink node in random walk within level hops.

The author [8] proposed Level and Cluster Based Routing. The nodes have the same level number are split into the same cluster. When the cluster head is chosen, it will never change in its cluster. The cluster head manage other nodes to work in turn. And the author [9] proposed an adaptive and energy efficient routing which focus on the QOS of the network.

III. NETWORK MODEL

In this paper, the network model is considered as followed. It is assumed that all sensor nodes in the network are homogeneous and static, and they are uniformly deployed. Each node has a transmission range of a radius R circle and all nodes can get its message in the transmission range. What’s more, all nodes can control their transmission range by adjusting transmission power. Base Station is located inside the sensor filed and all nodes can directly communicate with it.

IV. ALGORITHM DESIGN

Our proposed scheme composed of two phases:
A. Route Construction Phase, and
B. Data Forwarding Phase.

A. Route Construction Phase

Route construction phase can be divided into two steps. Level Determination Step and Cluster Establishment Step. The Level Determination Step is similar to LBF [1].

1) Level Determination Step

In this step, base station start the level determination process. The BS broadcast a packet by adding its level information to it. At the beginning, the level of the BS is considered to be zero. When a node receives a packet, if the packet’s level is smaller than the node’s level, it will update its value as the packet’s level value plus one. Then it rebroadcast the packet by updating the packet’s level with its level. Otherwise it will drop the packet. Each node is also collects its neighbor’s level information. Then nodes can segregate their neighbors into two sets as follow: LowLevelNeighbors(LLN): Set of all neighbors whose level is smaller than that of the node; NearLevelNeighbors(NLN): Set of all neighbors whose level is equal to or just differ only one level that of the node.

2) Cluster Establishment Step

After Level Determination Step every node has a level number, so WSN goes to Cluster Establishment Step. The operation of Cluster Establishment Step is broken up into rounds, where each round starts with a set-up phase to organize the clusters and followed by a steady-state phase to transfer data to the base station. In order to minimize overhead, the steady-state is long compared to the set-up phase.

Each node decides whether or not to become a cluster head (CH) for the current round when clusters are being created. In order to increase lifetime of the network, node having more residual energy than others should have high probability to become CH. It is proposed to use the energy current rate $E_{ct} = E_{residual} / E_{init}$ of node for selection of CH. The distance between CH and BS is directly proportional of the energy consumption in data transmission. And it is proposed to consider the node’s level number $L_p = L_n / (L_{max} + 1)$ for selection of CH.

The node n generates a random number between 0 and 1, if the number is less than a threshold $T(n)$, the node becomes a CH for the current round. The threshold of a contending node n is articulated as follows:

$$T(n) = \begin{cases} \frac{P}{1-P} \times r \times \frac{1}{r} \times \frac{1}{L_p} \times E_{ct} + 4L_p^2 - 4L_p^3 & \text{if } n \in G \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(1)

Where $P$ is the desired percentage of CH, $r$ is the current round, $G$ is set of nodes that has not been CH in past $1/P$ rounds, $E_{current}$ is the current energy, $E_{init}$ is the initial energy, $L_n$ is the level number and $L_{max}$ is the max level number of all sensor nodes. If node lies near the BS then energy is given more weight age compared to level number for CH selection. If node lies far away from the BS then level number is given more weight age compared to energy for CH selection. If node lies near the middle position then nearly equal weight age is given to energy and level number of node. So the expression $L_p = \sqrt{\frac{1}{L_n} \times E_{ct}} + 4L_p^2 - 4L_p^3$ is used.

Then CH will select a second cluster head (SCH) from its NearLevelNeighbors(NLN). CH broadcasts an advertisement message to neighbors. And all CHs transmit their advertisement using the same transmit energy. When a sensor node receives an advertisement from a CH, if it is a CH, it drops the message. If it hasn’t joint in a cluster, it will join in this cluster and remember the CH id as well as save
calculated signal strength. If old CH’s signal strength is weaker than the new one, it will join in the new cluster and save the new CH’s information.

After this phase is complete, each sensor node decides the cluster to which it will belong for this round. Then these nodes send a package to their CH including current energy and level number. CH stores sensor nodes within its cluster in local cache and select the node that has the most remaining energy whose level number is the closest to CH to be second cluster head (SCH). After that, CH broadcasts a message to its cluster members, telling them the SCH’s id. When SCH knows its identity, it goes into sleep until next phase is coming.

After cluster is built, it goes to the steady-state. This state is average divided into two parts. The first part is for the selected CH and the second part is for the selected SCH does data collection, aggregation and delivery to BS. Between the first part and the second part, there’s a behavior of changing the head node. The CH goes to sleep while the SCH stops sleeping and becomes a CH. All the sensor nodes are in the same cluster and they know the new CH’s information, so it can save a lot of consumption from communication. The function of my method is shown in Fig. 1, the algorithm of cluster establishment step is shown in Fig. 2 and the flow chart of cluster establishment step is shown in Fig. 3.

**B. Data Forwarding Phase**

Although the CH can transmit directly to the BS, it will cost a lot of energy if the CH is far away from the BS. So multi-hop routing is considered instead of single-hop routing. When CH has collected data from the sensor nodes in its cluster, it could create a multi-hop path to forward data to the BS. As ever node has a level number, data will transmit towards level smaller direction. The residual energy is also considered at each CH. When the CH picks up a next-hop node, it first checks the current energy of that node. The CH selects a path with the next-hop node whose current energy higher than a threshold energy value and level number is smaller than the CH.

If the CH has several choices about the next-hop node, it then selects one of them whose level number is the biggest among them. And if more than one node has the same biggest level number, the CH selects the more residual energy one. Each CH performs the periodic exchange of asking packet to inform its lower level number neighbor CHs of its current energy. If a CH’s residual energy goes to lower than the threshold energy then it cannot take part in as a router in forwarding data over a path. It just acts as a normal CH in the environment and can send only data of itself to others. If a CH realizes that all its neighbor CHs lack their residual energy below the threshold energy that cannot act as a router in forwarding data, the CH transmit the collected data directly to the BS.

**C. Load Balance Schedule**

A feature of Wireless Sensor Networks is redundant deployment. Many sensor nodes are deployed in the same range of the network. They may get the same environment events when they sense the same area. In this paper’s schema sensors in the same cluster detect the same area, so it is a waste of resource if all the sensor nodes work all the time. A strategy is proposed to schedule them to work or sleep. In this paper’s schema, CHs and SCHs take the scheduling job duty. They know the information of energy and level number of other nodes in their cluster. CH choose N (calculated through experiments) number sensor nodes in its cluster to

```plaintext
Begin
1. Node Ni calculate its threshold T(Ni) by its energy and level number.
2. Ni generates a random number Ri between 0 and 1.
3. If Ri < T(Ni)
   Goto Step 4.
   Else
   Goto Step 6.
4. Ni turns into a cluster head and broadcast its cluster head state to neighbors.
5. Ni wait request from other nodes.
   Select the second cluster head and send the information to the nodes in its cluster.
   Work as a cluster head until the cluster head change phase. Goto Step 10.
6. Ni wait information from cluster head
7. Ni send information of its energy and level number to its cluster head
8. Ni wait information from its cluster head about the second cluster head
   If it is the second cluster head
   Goto Step 9.
   Else
   Goto Step 12.
9. Ni goes to sleep until the cluster head change phase. Goto Step 12.
10. If cluster head change phase is coming
    Ni goes to sleep. Goto Step12.
11. If cluster head change phase is coming
    Ni turns into a cluster head. Goto Step12.
12. Cluster formed.
End
```

![Fig.1 Time line showing the operation of my method](image1)

![Fig.2 Algorithm of cluster establishment step](image2)
work according to their energy left and level number while the left idle nodes go to sleep for a fixed time. When SCH replace the CH role, it will be in charge of the scheduling work. This method can improve the energy efficient of the network.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, A level based clustering hierarchy routing methodology is proposed. The most important factor is the energy efficient. In this paper, sensor nodes in the network get their level number according to their hops to the BS. And nodes are split into different clusters. Using the level information it can choose a multi-hop path to transfer data from CH to BS. CH and SCH are scheduled to work in turn according to the level number and residual energy. This makes energy consumption of whole work more balance. The further jobs will focus on the following directions: (1) evaluating our level based clustering hierarchy routing methodology through simulation, and (2) making the time of alternately of CH and SCH can change according to their energy left.
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